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1
Enterprise risk management (ERM)
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Leverage ERM to support crisis response, continuity and recovery
High-level objectives of ERM
– Develop a holistic, portfolio view
of critical risks to the
achievement of an
organization’s mission and
objectives, and manage those
risks to an appropriate level.
– Create a risk aware culture,
communicate using consistent
terminology, improve focus on
risks, enhance decision making
and achieve efficiency and
optimization.

Enable the organization to 1) identify both risks and
opportunities presented by the uncertainties faced and
2) proactively determine what level of uncertainty is
acceptable and what steps should be taken to mitigate
circumstances that are beyond that level.

IMPROVE

IDENTIFY AND
ASSESS

RESPOND
MONITOR
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Maximize ERM by focusing on risk mitigation sufficiency
Risk
Identification
Risk
• Sub-risk 1
• Sub-risk 2
• Sub-risk 3

Focus of Risk
Mitigation
(Risk Owner
Perspective)
Detailed
description of key
risk, context, and
focus of risk
mitigation

Risk Assessment
Impact
High

Management
Current State
Assessment
of Risk
of Risk
Likelihood
Mitigation
Response
High

•
•
•

Mitigation
activity 1
Mitigation
activity 2
Mitigation
activity 3

Additional
Risk
Mitigation
Steps

Linkage to
Strategic Plan

XXX

XXX

Oversight
(Management/
Board Committee)
Associate Vice
President, XXX
XXX Committee
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ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT

Moving forward
What
to do
now:

–

Continue to address high priority risks in real-time.

–

Continuously clarify and document who is responsible for developing, implementing and
managing risk management plans.

–

Consider how to leverage your internal audit and/or corporate compliance capabilities, if
any, in order to assess and/or document in real-time some of the plans that are
emerging or being refined during this crisis.

What
to do
next:

–

Consider what visibility your governing board and key stakeholders need to develop your
risk response plans.

–

Monitor response plans.

–

Adapt and evolve as circumstances change.

What
to do
later:

–

Consider whether a more formal enterprise risk management program should be put
into place or evolved to increase preparedness for future crises and day-to-day
risks/opportunities.

–

Update risk assessments to reflect COVID-19 risks and responses.
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2
Cybersecurity
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Cybersecurity perspective
− The sky is not falling, work with your leadership
teams to reduce “fear, uncertainty and doubt”
(FUD)
− Train your people to be suspicious, malicious
individuals are turning headlines into phishing
opportunities to steal infect your systems and
steal user credentials
− Take a risk-based approach, focus on
understanding your risks and protecting your
most critical business services/systems and
people
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Cyber threat trends
Supply
Chain
Attack

Internet of
Things
Phishing /
Social
Engineering

Insider
Threat
Ransomware

Advanced
Persistent
Threat (APT)

Cloud
Crime-asa-Service
(CaaS)

Focus on major trends but don’t lose sight of emerging threats
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Shift to remote work –
considerations
Personal
devices
NIST 800-46
Guide to Enterprise Telework,
Remote Access, and Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) Security

Home
network
security

Virtual
Cyber
private
insurance
networks
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Cybersecurity conclusions
― For most businesses with simplified infrastructures  stay the course
― For businesses with complex infrastructures  probably worth assessing
based on the new reality
― Clients that have embraced the cloud are in better shape
― Refreshers on good cybersecurity hygiene and awareness are your first
lines of defense
― Identify a trusted advisor to call when you have questions or concerns
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3
Fraud compliance and integrity risk
during a crisis and downturn
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Fraudsters
―

As a crisis unfolds (like COVID-19), and
markets decline in the U.S. and globally,
fraudsters will be adapting and new risks
will emerge while some risks increase.

―

Remember – white collar criminals adapt
by profiling us, so they can exploit our
weaknesses.

―

That being said, companies need to
develop a strategy that enables the
deployment of appropriate tactics to
manage these new or increasing risks.
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Culture/environment
―

A recent study states individual behaviors in crisis
situations do not correspond to everyday life behaviors

―

During the 2008 financial crisis, behaviors like anxiety,
fear, confusion and disbelief pushed some to make
poor decisions and cross ethical boundaries
•

―

The same can happen today and can be exacerbated
if someone is in a toxic environment

Here are some behaviors to be aware of:
•

Individuals overlooking ethical violations and not
reporting the alleged bad behavior. Remember –
most fraud is initially uncovered through tips!

•

Using the crisis to delay, shortcut or skip procedures
and the likelihood of getting caught

10-80-10 Theory

10
80

Unethical
Situational

10

Ethical
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The human factor – “Just one time”
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Live human interaction
A crisis could limit “live” human interaction and thus, conducting investigations and
maintaining the compliance program could be problematic.
Some areas we need to focus on:

Ethics and compliance
training schedule

Internal audits

Exit interviews

Investigations
(interviews)
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Areas to focus on:
― Ethics and compliance
training schedules

Internal Audit

― Internal control
walkthroughs

― Delays to time-sensitive ― Collaboration with
internal investigations
legal, compliance
and internal audit
― Challenges related to
merger or acquisition
due diligence

― Third party audits
― Internal audits
― Compliance reviews
― The observation of
physical inventory or
cycle counts

― Exit interviews

― Executive sessions
with the Audit
Committee

Law

Laws, Regulations,
and Guidelines

Compliance
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Some of the risks
― Reduced or no time to monitor relevant key risks
― Failure to follow up on remediation activities
― Reduced or lack of due diligence or know your customer procedures
when onboarding a vendor or customer
― Over-reliance of skills and capabilities of others filling a void
― Management override of controls
― Pressure to manipulate of the financial results and disclosures
(i.e., non-GAAP)
― Write-offs that mask prior poor business decisions or worse, misconduct
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Baker Tilly Coronavirus Resource Center
www.bakertilly.com/specialties/coronavirus-preparedness-resource-center

−
−
−
−
−

Podcasts
On-demand webinars
Actionable checklists
Articles
Tools and other resources
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Disclosure
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP trading as Baker Tilly is a member of the global network of Baker Tilly
International Ltd., the members of which are separate and independent legal entities.
The content in this presentation is a resource for Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP clients and prospective
clients. The information provided here is of a general nature and is not intended to address the specific
circumstances of any individual or entity. In specific circumstances, the services of a professional should be
sought. Tax information, if any, contained in this communication was not intended or written to be used by
any person for the purpose of avoiding penalties, nor should such information be construed as an opinion
upon which any person may rely. The intended recipients of this communication and any attachments are
not subject to any limitation on the disclosure of the tax treatment or tax structure of any transaction or
matter that is the subject of this communication and any attachments.
© 2020 Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP
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